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On May 6, 1862, H enry T horeau died. On May 5 and 6, 1962, at a ce!ltennial 

meeting in New York City, talks were given celebrating T horeau and his writings, 
and in Autumn, 1962, rhc> Ma.;.wchusett.> Re1 .. ieil' printed a Thoreau surrkrr..ent 

to its regular issue. Both these tributes to Thoreau ha\·e now been pubiishe<l as 
books. The ten t::lks repr inted in The Thoreau Centennial ha\·e ::i com mon s-.:0pe 

and tone set by the occasion. They are relatively general :i.nd short, and they admit 

no doubt of Thoreau·s 3 r:::arness. Some of the ess:i.ys are tribu:es to the man and 

his infl uence; others-by H O\ de, ~foldcnhauer, Cook, and Jones-pro;· iJc brier but 

ver~· helpful discussions oi char:icn:rization in A Week, of Thon::rn ·s use oi paraJox. 
of Thoreau and F rost, :rnd of Thoreau's literary stature as a moralist, a maker of 

sentl'ntiae. The essays in The Thorea1t Centennial h:i.Ye the merits of the positive 
stance they hav.: firmly and culkctiYc!y taken . 

Thoreau in O:ir Sea.son. with its fi fteen essays, four shorter tributes. four 
poems, three foscimik manuscript pages, ar:d nine illustra tions. is a richer collt::c

tion, one of the most handsome and lively books on Thoreau ever published. The 

four poems \'Jry in strategy : Joseph Lang land's orthodox pieties, subtler recog ni
tions by G ray Burr :i.nd Thom:i.s P. McDonnell, :i.n<l Robert Francis 's ill uminating 

"Thoreau in Italy'', reprinted from the Spring, 1962, issue. 

The prose \·:i.ries even more widely. Martin Luther King, i\fartin Buber, 
\Villard Cphaus, the Reverend Trevor N. 'v\'. Bush, ar:d an anonymous Dane, show 

how Thoreau translates into action. In ?vfa,y P. Sher\\'ood's rebuttal of Fxrn:: 
Ekstrom. cult takes on and routs anti-cult. to restore Thoreau's recutation ::is a 
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vvoodsman. Of the biographical essays, the most moving is a reminiscence by the 

ninety-eight-year-old daughter of Ellen Sewall; the most controwrsial is Carl Bode's 
Freudian "The Half-hidden Thoreau.'' Two contributors repeat from The Thoreau 

Centennial: Walter Harding expands some remarks in his study guide to Walden 

as "Five Ways of Looking at J;Valden''; Reginald L. Cook summarizes approaches 

to Thoreau and W a/den. Set side-by-side, these two essays give a comenient synthe
sis of the image of Thoreau cclebrateJ in Th:: Thorea:1 Centennial. Paul Lauter 

puts Thoreau into a fresh context. comparing him with the O!d Testament pro
phets in style and attitude. This essa:· , "Thoreau 's Prophetic T estimony", is one of 
the best short statements of Thoreau ·s "message., th:ic I know of. 

T horeau in Our Season asks se»·eral questions about Thoreau's value as ex
ample anJ as writer, questions also summed up in the editor's long introduction to 

the reprinted collection. H ow good a guide to political action is Thoreau? Is he 
among "those selfless, disintuestcJ stanJarJ-be;.irers" oi ci\'il resistance ( William 
Stuart :\clson), together \\·ith John BrO\rn "real men in a real world" (Trum:m 
N elson ), demonstrating " the pol itics of the upright m:.rn" (Richard Drinnon)? Or 
did he holJ "an essential!} chilJ's ,. iew of pclitica l and social reality" ( C. Roland 

\hi agner) .' Our answer to such q uestions depends on our politics and on whether 
we take Thoreau as a prophet ci real or symbolic action. 

Second, was Thoreau real! :· a transccnc.kntalist.' If he was, and remained 
so, was not this his tragedy as man and \Hiter.: For Theodore B:i ird anJ C. Roland 
'vVagHcr, ill spite of Thoreau·s literary gen ius. his work is fa tally split betwl'.en 
Emersonian iJeaiisn.1 and modern physic:il naturalism . Baird finds this split in the 
later wri tings, wheil the Emersoni:rn \· ision could not be sustaineJ : \Vagncr finds it 
even in Walden, in which the dialectic remained f!a \\·ed. contradic~ory. and un
resolved . T hese here tical proposals rest to some extent on new readings of familiar 
passages. but to som e extent they in rn!l·e raising ou r modern naturalistic view to the 
order of universal truth and judging Thoreau·s vis ion b:· it. 

Third, was Thoreau a more complicated and twisted person than was dreamed 
of in any Concord phi!osophy ; Bode and \Vagner (again ) insist that he was. 
Draw ing as did Perry Miller on Raymond Gozzi's unpublished thesis, which is fast 
becoming the black book of Thorea u studies, they agree that Thoreau '·ne\'er out
grew his mother-fixation" (Bode). that "Th0reau ·s central method for coping with 

his Oedipal wishes was wnconsciously to submit to and unconsciously to avoid cas
tration" (Wagner) . This hypothesis may be \'alid; neither Bode nor Wagner has 
space to defend it. But there is reason to doubt that Thoreau ·s writings have the 
psychoanalytic meaning that Marie Bonaparte has shown in Poe's stories and 
poems. It may be that in .1 We:.>k Thoreau "had symbolically castrated himself and 
was reaping the advantages or castration without yet being concerned with its 
disadvantages·· (Wagner), bur few will read the book as a guide to such a state 
of presumed nirvana. It may be that "the amount of female matter in h is nature 
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wntmg 1s remarkable. Perhaps the most illuminating is his love for s;vamps" 

(Bode), but illuminating how ? These theories may help to explain Thoreau's com

plex and troubled personality-for Bode and v\' agner they explain Thoreau's sudden 

impassioned commitment to John Brown, a topic that links several of the essays 

in Thoreau in Our Season- but they describe his writings only very indirectly, and 

the unconscious humour of such bald statements as the above, even in context, may 

leave up helpless to judge them fairly. 

T horeau as World Travt:ler, a monograph issued jointly by Columbia univer

sity and the American Geographical Socit:ty, is a delightful and definitive book. 
Professor Christie has taken a truism, looked at it hard, followed it where i t led 

him, enjoyed the trip all the way, and come up with an unshakeable truth about 
Thoreau's life :rnd writing. Any rt:ader of Thoreau notes his allusions to distant 

places and famed traveliers and explorers, but the recurring familiarity of such 

allusions in the essays, books, and journals tricks us into a contempt that Thoreau 

as World Travc:ltr should get rid of. for Thoreau lived in and through such 

travel writings to an extent never grasped : ' 'I haYe travelled a good deal in Con

cord" turns out to have this meaning also. In this book, Thoreau's world of vicar

ious travel is proiusely illustrated by summary, by quotation, and by plates and 

maps. It is a paradox i:i tune with that of the whole topic that the only two errors 
that I have noticed are in the map of Thoreau ·s actual journeys from Boston to 

Bangor and from Concord to Montreal. 
Professor Christie gives us, by way of Thoreau's imerest in them, a li1dy 

introduction to the great travellers and travel writers, especially oi the nineteent:1 

century. He also shows how Thoreau used their accounts directly in his journals 

and published writings, and indirectly as models- half serious, half ironic- for his 

travel essays and books. Professor Christie blurs some11·hat a distinction l would in

sist on between Thoreau's "excursions'' (A Week , Cape Cod, The Maine TVoods, 

etc.) an<l his other "tra 1·ds .. ( IV a/den, the Journal, etc. ) : the iormer linear anJ 
exploratory, th~ latter orbitai and cumulatiYe. Some of Profrssor Christie's com

ments would appear to be odt.:r su i ~ed to the "excursions". But T lzoreau as World 

Trat·eler is aiways hd pft.:! ar:d a delight to reacl. 

Some reviewers haYe found fault with \Valter Harding's Th e Days of Henry 

T ho;·eau for not being some other kind of book. But they are wrong, for two 

reasons. First, and simplest, Professor Harding has earned the right by his other 

work on Thoreau to give us whateYer kind of biography he thinks we need. 
Second, someone had to write the kind of biography Harding has written before 
other kinds, interpretative, impressionistic, imaginative, iconoclastic, analytic, could 

be written. 

The Days of Henry Thoreau is, first of all, a chronicle, far more than 

Thoreau's O\Vn Journal. The basic and continuing structure is, as the tide implies, 
how Henrv Thoreau s~ent his days from July 12 . 1317. until tl:e mor;:ir.g of :'vfay 
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6, 1862, when, after whispering the wor<ls "moose" and ·'Indian ", he died. Pro
fessor Harding has let no special topics or literary effects divert seriously the 
orcercd progression of Thoreau's days. 

In this new account there are no revelations, no secret chapters of fleshly 
passion with ;..rrs. Emerson, say, or for that matter, with Walt \Vhitman-these 
sui:_:g-:>stior:s seem r.ot so much ill-mannered as absurd. The facts remain as they 

ha \'C always been: the friendship with Emerson, the brief love for Ellen Sewall, 
the :-:ight in jail, i\pollo's service to r\dmctus, and so on. Professor Harding has 
chronicled them more generously and directly than any other biographer. Search

ing for all that is known about Thoreau, he has ranged from documented fact 
through rem:niscenc~ to gossip a nd fable, and some reYiewers have objected_ But 
he s.::ems to have no choice-so little is still known- and he keeps his sources 
clear in convenient footnotes. 

As a resu lt the book succeeds in two wa) s. .-\!though it lacks the encyclo
pacdi.: detiniti\·e bulk of ~uch biugraphi..:s as Edg:u Johnson's Dickens or Leslie 
Marchand's Byron, reading it we feel that Harding h:ts come very close to the kind 

of truth th:lt Thoreau humed at Walden Pond, "a hard bottom and rocks in place, 
which we can c:tll reality, and say, This is, and no mistake; and then begin, . . . " 
And the simple, natural, even flat style that never comes between us and the life 
his:cry of H..:nry Thoreau has its own triumph in the narrative of Thoreau's last 
months, weeks, days, and hours. 

U niv~rsity of 1.\-ecv Brunswick LAU!\IAT LANE, JR. 

Th e D oc:unents of Vatican If. Edited by \VALTER :\L A.BBOTT, S.J. rew York: 

Guild Press (:-\.merica Press and Association Press], 1966. Pp. xxii, 794. 
$10.95. Paper edition $ .95. 

The importance of the official documents of the Second Vatican Council should 
be widely recognized . The texts, now appearing in this volume admirably trans
latt:d into English, have begun to act profoundly upon the six hundred million 
Roman Catholics in the world, including nearly half of Canada's population, and 
indirectly t:pon all other Christians. The documents themseh·es, the introductions 
to them written b:· leading Roman Catholic figures in :Korth Amt.:rica, and the 
Responses pro\·idcd by prominent non-Catholic figures, give e\·idcnce not only of 
rene\\'al and reform within Catholicism but also of such charity and concern for 
0:!1er Christi:rns, and inclet.:d for all men, as would not have been dreamed possible 
a few years ago. This book is also, in its paperback edition, a bargain, selling as it 

does for less than one dollar. 
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This volume was prepared primarily for a North American audience, and the 

celerity with \\'hich it h:ls apFe::ued also d eserves special mention, for the Council con

clud ed only on D ecember 8. 1965. T his explains the absence of any designation as 

an ' 'offil:ial" English tr.rnslation . :\t the time of the book's appearance onlv five of 

the sixteen L atin texts had been pri!1ted in the ofricial Vatican publication Acta 

A pos:olicl.!e Sedi;. H owevei, the texis distribl!ted at ihe Council just before the last 

rnte upon th;::m, and abo th.:ise pri.:teJ in L'O;;e1 :;,1tore Ron:ano, were arnilable for 

the remaining elcYen dc.cumer.ts and \\'ere uscJ . 

T o begin with. the book conca'.ns translat'.ons of the four constitutions en 

the church, on divine ren:lation. on th<.: litur.:.:::. a:id on the churd1 in the mod~rn 
world. l\o other group or documei:ts in the rnlume is so signifi<.:ant. In the. con

stitution on the church is pn:sentcJ the ccr:c<.:i'tic.n ot the diYine society as the 
people of God to wh( m He re-.eals himseli in lo\·e. :\uthority is \·i.-: wed in terms 

Of sen· ice rather th;.t;i Of J0mina::cn . :inJ the ['ri1:..:iple or COtkg!:ility o: bishO'.''· 
by which they sharr: with th.: Pcr--e in cull··cti\ ~ resi·cmibili•y ror rhe tasks oi the 

whole church, is enunc:;.ttt:J . Here, as Dr. .·\.lben Outler says in his Resi-•onsc, is 

"the fundament1un of the other iiiteL·n documents of the Second Vatican Council". 

It is the first fully wnciliar exposition L'f the doctrine of the church in Christian 

h istory. and iLs trul ~ pastoral anJ eet:menical sririt is of primary importance. Ir 
is also, as Dom Christopher Butler d..:clares, ··a stepping stone a:-id not a final 
accomplishment." This is. no doubt. the rc.1son that on the cne hand membc:rs of 
the Roman Curi:i argue from it '.'•hen they say that nothing has be· n rh:in<:t>rl t>ssl'n

tially, while elsewhere in the chL:rch rrogr..:ssives hail it as the .\.f,1gna C.!rta of a 
new age. The real mc:ining of Lumen Ce111111m, its Latin title, h:is yet to be 

apprehended and implemented. Cardinal Cushing of Boston h:is said. "The work 

of the Council has not ended. I t has just begun.'' History's \·erdict on Vatican 

II will, it is submitted, largely depend upon the fulfilment of the promise of this 
constitution. 

L ttmcn Gcnti:1m is the second longest of the documents, running to more 
than sixteen thousand words. The d,igmatic constitution on divine revelation. 

Dei Verbum, is only one fifth as long, but it is practically as important. This is 

the Council's pronouncement on the Bible. Scripture and tr:idition :ire nm pre

sented here as separnte sources of authority. Encouragement of Bible re:iding by 

all the faithful is joined with reminders of the impcrtance of tradition and the value 

of the magisterium. This constitution \\'ill do much to encour:ige the revi,:al of 
Ilil.ik 1t.:aJillg ill all dlUr~hcs, for the goo<l c:rnmrlc or Rome is far·r~aching. The 
influence of a new conception oi the Bible which this document esFecially attests 

may be seen in the extended use made of biblical quotations in all of them, a lthough 

this use is sometimes uncritic:il. One can only rcgr::t. with Professor Frederic Grant. 
that more is not said her:! about solid linguistic, historical, and ..:ritical study of holy 

scripture in the train ing and life of the clergy. However. this deficiency is recti· 
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fied in che decree on the preparation of priests, in which ic is stated chat "in chc 
study of sacred Scripture, which ought to be the soul of all theology, students should 
be Lr1ind with special diligence". 

The constitution on the liturgy has already wrought a revclution in Roman 

Catholic worship. From it, the iirst \vork the Council completed, have come serv

ices in the vernacular and ;,vith much greater congreg:itional participation. The 
internal architecture of new churches has been affected, and e\·en in old ones the 
swing for the central act of Catholic worship- the celebration of the mass-has be
come more communal and so more meaningful. There is also ample evidence in 
this <locument that liturgy is to adapt itself to the state of spirituality and culture of 
a particular people rarher than lO insist upon a rigid uniformity everywhere. 

The last of the constitutions. that on the church in the modern world, is by 
far the longest document in the book. The subjects of the first four chapters-the 
church and man's cailing, the dignity of the human person, the community of man
kind. the role of the church t0d::iy-are applied in a series of p::isror::il considerations 
of such urgent contemporary issues as the problems besetting marriage and the 
famiiv, Christianity and contemporary cul ture, socio-economic life, politics, the fos
tering of peace and the promotion of a community of nations. The document is 
addressed "not only to the sons of the church and to all who invoke the name of 
Christ, but Lo the whole of humanity". ..\s this was the last document approved, 
concern tor others was the note upon which the Council ended. Its importance 
lies in its general att.itude rather than in the specific answers provided to the prob
lems presemed. The church is to learn from the world as well as to speak to it. 
And instead of condemn:itions and anathemas, as in the past, chere is the recogni
tion that the church with ali Christians must bear a large measure of responsibility 
for the present plight of the world. 

The remainder of this volume contains nine decrees and three declarations. 
The decrees treat the instruments of social communication, ecumenism, the Eastern 
Catholic Churches, the bishop's pastoral office, priestly formation , renewal of the 
religious life, the apostolate of the laity, the ministry and life of priests, and the 
church's missionary activity. The decrees \·ary widely in quality. Most disappoint
ing, perhaps, are those on the communications media, priests, and missionary ac
tivity. T he first suffers from Catholicism's "siege mentality" of the past. That 
on priests tends to uphold a double standard of Christian life, illustrated for ex
ample by the retention of the requirement of celibacy. The decree on missions re
strict.; itself basic.illy to '"foreign missions··, while the evangefotic activity uf the 

church at home is neglected. 
If these decrees are in some measure disappointing, those concerning ec

umenism, chc laity. and priestly formation are encouraging. The first marks the 
dawn of a new era in the relation ot the: churches to one another. Protestants will 
rejoice, for example, to read that "Christ summons the Church, as she goes her pil-
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grim way, to that continual reformation of which she always has need". The 
declaration of mutual responsibility fo r eccksi:istical divisions, the strong emphasis 

upon Scripture, the insistence upon speaking the truth in love. will be warmly 

welcomed. The decree on the l:iity m:irks the first instance th:it the lay arostolate 

has received special emphasis in a conciliar dccument. The decree on p riestly for

mation appears to this reYiewcr to be the m0st sa:'.siactor:' educ:ition:il statement in 
the book. The principles it enunciat1:s will affec: all priestly and minisLerial prepara

tion, and much for the better. 
Three declarations-on ChristiJn educ:iticn. on the relaLionship of the church 

to non-Christian religion, and on religious freedom-conclude the Council's texts. 

All are statements of particular princiFks. of which the last two will be welcomed 
particularly in I\"onh .\merica. .\foch is done here to make possible improved re

lations between Christians and Jews and members of other world religions. There 

is also the clear recognition that no true church or just government may limit or 

coerce the religious freedom 0£ others. 

Many readers of this excellent book will share the h ope that the vision 

presented in these documents will be realized. 
University of King's College J. B. HIBBITTS 

Human Nature i1i Geography. By JoII:-< K11ffLA:'\D ·WRIGHT. Cambridge: Harvanl 

University Press [Toronto: Saunders of Toronto], 1966. Pp. xx, 361. 

$10.00. 
This book is a collection of articles and addresses by an eminent geographer over a 

period of forty years, 1925-65. They ha\·e been brought up to d:ite by interpol:itions 
and occasionally by rewriting. and the whole series is linked. as the title suggests, 

by a preoccupation with the ideas of geographers rather than with geographic facts. 
Most of us in our youth were exposed to gc;ography as definite facts to be; learned 

without questioning. but this studv of the historical development of geographic con
cepts should rid us of any illusion that we e\·er know anything more Lhan provision

ally. The only variety of truth that can lay claim to being absolute is the math

ematical. perhaps of that only the arithmeLic, since that is an anal ys is of measure

ment and not of reality. As the author illustrates in ,i/ap }fakers are H !tman, the 

choice and measurement of observations a:·e done by the fallible. usually with a pre

ferred conclusion to illustrate. 
Dr. Wright unfolds his s;.rbje.:t with admirable erudition and infectious joy 

in words. Although he limits his field to American geography (Canada is twice 
mentioned), he finds the English \'Ocabulary inadequate even for this well-thumbed 

province, and he therefore invents, and fortunately defines, new words as he needs 
new minor concepts. So the text blossoms with geoexotic, categorilla, bibliobiog-
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raphy, geopzcty, an<l unnumbered others. Onct: mastcrd, these neologisms have 

merit in pinnin3 dO\vn b,Jtterily concepts for more ready identification, and, if 
most of these ephemerisms fail to attain to dictionary fossilization. they will yet have 

pleased both the inventor and the reader. A "categor!lla" is one of those mJgnif

icer:t generalizations so valuable in teaching and so fatal to understanding. " Geo

piccy" is a type of re\erent geogrnf!hic explanation, such as: " . . . the beneficent 

Providence which has made a great river to flow past every large city."' It is not 

surprising that American, and particubrly ?'<ew England, geography should for long 

have been written with confident insight into the designs of the Creator, but the 

study of The 0 pen Polar Sea, a series of triumphs of the wiil-to-bdic.:ve over the 

observed facts, does even m ore to shake one's trust in human intell igence. It is 

interesting that this swbject. seemingly settled by the polar explora tions of a century, 

has been reopened, at least for ~rehistory, during recent years. 

The see!.;:er after geographic facts will find few in this book. for that is not 

its intrnticn. These are studies oi the hi5tcry of geography, chiefly in America, 

and of the relationships of geographv to its related fields, to so m:iny, in fact. that 

one wa\'ers between the feeling that geogr:iphy is the study of e'.·ervthing and that 

it is just a name where many subjects meet. Yet this is the state of every subject 

today, and the growing points are chiefly ~vhere the fields overlap in the most com

plex way. D r. ·wright seems well aware of this, and his stress upon the im portance 

of imagination as against the patient collecting of facts is a trumpet call to action. 

I cannot say Ll1a[ I think that lhis uuuk shuulu ue reljuirt:u rt:aUi!lg fur all >LuUc.:11Ls 

of geography, since I fear that it might help them to fail conventional courst:s, but 

it might inspire some to such improbable researches as FrorJ "Kub/a Khan" to Flor
ida , which traces the original site of The Wanderings of Cain and of "Alph, the 

sacred river", to remote parts of . .\lachua County. Life is most valuable when it is 

enjoyed. and the author writes as one who has enjoyed life and geography together. 

Wolfvil!e, Nova Scotia J. S. E1tsK1:-i.E 

The ;Jchievement of William Faulkner. By l-.frcH.\EL Mn.LG.\TE. London: Con-

stable [Toronto: Lon;m:rns Canada]. l9C6. Pp. xii, 3-H. Sl0.00. 

This is a very intelligent and useiul, almost indispensable book. Professor 1'.fillgate 

cuts clear of the schizophre:1ia of much Faulkner criticism. \vhich tends to run back 

to gossip or forward to n~etaph~·sics: he prov ides the essential information. much of 

it new and all deCti y arranged. and his interrirctat ive comment on the novels 

and s:ories is generallv perct>pfr.e, some~imes start!ir.g. once or twice profound, as if 

in a flash of intuition he has got his man just right. A page ot t.'fillgate is worth 

twenty of Cleanth Brooks; if I had to cut the shelves of Faulkner scholia to the bone 

(and it might be a good idea), I should sa\'e this book and Olga Vickery's Novels 
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of William Faulkner. It would hardly be necessary to sa ve James B. Meriwether 's 
L iterary Career, since, with due acknowledgment, Professor Millgate has employed 
the determining facts and conclusions of that study. 

T here is a no-nonsense tone about the whole work, and not least in its or

ganization: the career, the work (no\'el by novel chronologically), the achievement. 
T he last is brief, and rather disappointing-most of the good things have been said 
already in the comment on the novels-but Professor Millgate sets Fauiknt:r iinnly 
in the European rather than the purely American tr:idition (helped by Faulkner 's 
early remark that Mark Twain was a "hack \Hiter", which, except for Huckleberry 
Finn, is of course true), and ends by comparing him with Dickens, a good firm 
statement. 

Professor :\fillgatt.: has made extensi .. ·e use oi the important Faulkner collc:ctions 
at Virginia, Princeton, and Yale, to mention only the major sources of his research 

in published and especially unpubl ished materials, and he has done some thorough 
literary de:cctive work. :\nd not only liter:ir:;: he can be amusingly punctilious in 
establishing exact or approximate dates for Faulkner's numerous comings and goings 
from j\1ississippi as well as bibliographically adept in tracing the sequence of man
uscripts and typescripts which lie behind the: published texts of the novels and 
stories. :\s interpreter, he does not choke his readers with a bewildering explica
tion bur expands their attention ( if not always their sympathy) by suggestiYe anal
ogues: Sanctuary with ,\./easure for .\fe,u:m:, for example; Abs,i/om, rl.bsalom! with 
Jane Eyre; Light in August with the rites of Dian:i (via The Golden Rough ); and 
the progress of Addie Bundren with the stages in the burial of Queen Eleanor. 
(There is no good book without a little mischief in it.) 

Faulkner is one of the most thoroughly documented of twentieth-century 
writers; in later years he supplied a good deal of this himself, in seminars at Vir
ginia and in Japan, in interviews and letters. Some of these remarks are just polite, 
some leg-pulling. some confessional; many go to the heart of the matter. One of 
them in particular (and Professor :\-fillgacc makes careful use of this material) is a 
main clue not only to The Sound and the Fury but to all his work: " It's best to 
take the gesture, the shadow of the branch, and let the mind create the tree." D if
ferent minds make difierent trees. In A.bsalom, Absalom! we see the process at 
work; as Professor Millg:ice acutely observes, Qurntin ·s problem in that book is a 
"literary" problem . All Faulkner's major figures are initiated, so to speak, into the 
human necessity of creating substance out of shadows. (:\ll except Lena Gro\'e.) 
An d this is one reason why at critical moments they all speak, or if they do not 
speak they are spoken for, in Faulkner's highly indi .. ·idual rhetoric. But these 
indirections, comical, lyrical, tragic, will not find directions out for the critic. He 
must start l hanging onto the metaphor) with the tree. The book is, as Beerbohm's 
H enry James would say, there, and he (the critic) can only go back. This is 
·<>here the "foule papers". if they exist. come in. 
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Whene;er he can, Professor Millgate uses the preliminary papers to establish 

the genesis and cxcdus, w:-iat Faulkr.er called the a:-iguish and sweat, of the pub

lished vvork. This is good; in some cases, as in the comparison of the typescript of 

"Flags in the Dust" with Sartoris (pp. 83-5), really illuminating, bu~ ir.sensibly the 
emphasis shifts to the process and away from the artifact. The fa'Jlkner oeuvre 

becomes a testament. I suspect this is the way Faulkner \vou!d want ic: "Listen, 

stranger; this w:.is myself, this was I.'' It is not the only way : there is room yet for 

books written about man in the presence of Faulkner, and. perhaps. for he was a 

generous man, his memory can bear that too. 

Victona College, University of Toronto i\1rLLAR i'tIAcLuRE 

Promethe:is; The Life of Bal:::ac. By :\:>:DRE M.~t:Ro1s. Translated by ~orman 
Denny . t\cw York: I-farper ancl Row, 1965. Pp. 573. $10.00. 

Andre 1-faurois in a fo reword to his English Yersion of Promhhee, ou La Vie de 

B,i/:::ac, published e:irly in 1965 in France, writes that it is his last biogr:iphy. But 

his admirers need not fear that he will be silent in the future. Le Figaro reported 

that the veteran, now in his eighty-first ye:ir, has enough literary projects to occupy 

himself fo r the next twenty years. It he nc\·er writes another biography, Balzac 

takes him out on the crest of the wa\·e. It begins alarmingly. Balzac, Andre 
Maurois declares, was "by turn a saint, a criminal, an honest judge, a corrupt ju<lge, 
a minis<er. a fop, a harlot, a duchess, and always a genius." Overwr iting is the 

ocrnpational disease to which so many biographers and critics of Balzac have fallen 

victims. Has Andre J\l:iurois caught this infec tion; Happily, no. 

After that preliminary flourish, he settles down to give a sober, detailed 

chronicle- not, he is careful to explain, a cri tical stud:,-.-{)f the flamboyant career. 

"Fhe Comedie humaine fi!!s some 300 volumes and the whole Balzacian output 

sprcaJs intu 40 uctavo vulumcs. Balzac created about 3,000 characters-a crowded 

portrait gallery of rigures la rger than li~e and yeL true to it-and he himself was as 
strange as any of them. ·whatever he did, great or small, it w:is gargantuan. 

\Vhen he was in the mood, he worked prodigiously, wriring ?ere Goriot in 

daily spelis of from sixteen to eighteen hours. with twenty on one November day 
in 1834. Then he would have une bn1me s11r !'dme, a misting of the spirit, and 

keep the printers ;vaiting for manuscripts or proofs that came back a mass of al tera
tions . H e s:iid of critics .. They wa nt to scalp me and l want to dnnk out of their 

skulls.,, and on occasion he short-circuited them by reviewing his own books. A 

pot-bellied, g reasy little man, he had a magnetic charm for women. At one time 

he kept two mistresses, one of whom was invaluable as a correcter of proofs, and the 
other a duchess. His prowess at eating was in scale with the rest of him. H e be

haved as "a man of fashion. though not a dandy". ior he had a horror of "the 
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solemn imbecilities indulged in by the English with thei r \·aunted sangfroid." 
Clothes, furnishings, liveried servants, smarr vehicles, delighted him. He had in 

his retreat in the Rue des Batailles a white cashmere divan fifty fee t in ci rcumfen:nce. 
No wonder he is so much wri tten about. Since the centenary of his death in 

1950, he has been the focus of F:cnch scholarly and critical attention. Andr~ 

Maurois should bring him more readers. .\nyonc who finished this sat isiyinJ 
biography without being resolved to go back to the novels or <a try th;:m for the 
first time would indeed be incur ious. They are not-except for fortun:ne people 
with a very large \'Ocabulary-easy in French. Balzac's flow of words. many of 
them unfamiliar to the average reader, is torrential. English •:ersions an: unequal. 
But the reward of climbing the barriers is to mO\ e in a world. Parisian and pro
vincial, of unsurpassed fascination. 

Engels once wrote that he had learned more from Balzac "than from all the 
professional historians, economists .and statisticians put together.'' Dalzac would 
have approved of that v~rclict. He saw himself as doing with the pen what 
Napoleon had done with the sword, as outpacing Scott, \\'ho so inflenced French 
writers, and by calling his \·1ork the Com~die humaine he :n.:dacicn1sly echoed Dante. 
"I like exceptional beings", he told Geo:ge Sand. '·I myself am one." He was in 
some ways his own Rastignac, and there are more than glimpses of him in oth1.:r 
characters. Andre Maurois shows why this was so. He reads easily in ?\orman 

Denny's translation. 
NettJ York Citr GABlllEL GERSH 

Art and Philosophy: A Symposmm. Edited by Srnl'I:.Y Hom~. ;-;ew York: New 
York University Press, 1966. Pp. x, 346. $6.50. 

This book ought to be an embarrassment to all who had anything lO do with it, 
including twenty-eight distinguished philo~uphcrs, critics, and art historians. Ir 
consists of papers given at the seventh annual ~ew York Institute of Philosophy in 
1964. 

Not one of the papers can be considered a major statement, or e\'en a par
ticularly well-wrought one. :\"one of the: more famous contributors is at his best. 
and a few of them are at their unsuspected worst. Six rnlumes on other philosoph
ical topics have originated from the New York Institute of Philosophy, and this fact 
may explain the momentum. the ambition to "round off' the seric::~, withuut which 
so uneven and generally bad a book could ne\'er ha\'c been set in type. 

Meyer Schapiro gives the opening "main paper." Paul Ziff then devotes 
eight pages to saying that he cannot understand what Professor Schapiro wishes to 
say. H. W . Janson is next, and to Schapiro he politely says "Amen" ( literally!) 
and excuses himself for talking about something else. Then comes Max Black. 
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Professor Black is less polite with his "I wonder, to start with, whether I have 
adequately grasped Meyer Schapiro's general position." And so it goes. 

Here and there around the middle of the book are a few interesting passages. 
Only one whole essay seems to be thoroughly worked out, and that is Raziel Abel
son's "Is Art More Real than Reality ?" This skeptical analysis has as its main 
conclusion that there is no thing or class of things called "reality'', so that there can 
be no substantive basis for comparisons between art and reality. 

In the main the book contains cheerful philosophical babble. It is kitchen
work rather than a meal properly cooked and served in sequence. It might have 
been more properly preserved and distributed on magnetic tape. 
Innis College, University of Toronto GEOFFREY PAYZANT 

The Crazy Fabric: Es.says in Iron y. By A. E. DYSON. London: Macmillan and 
Co. (Toronto: Macmillan of Canada], 1965. Pp. xiv, 233. $6.00. 

"Oh, let us be thankful'', wrote Thackeray, "not only for faces, but for masks! .. . 
\Vhilst I am talking, for instance, in this easy chatty way, what r ight have you, my 
good sir, to know what is reaily passing in my mind?" And in similar vein, Sterne 
boasted, "I set no small store by myself upon this very account, that my reader has 
neYer been able to guess at any thing." Every ironist is to some extent inviting, or 
Ja1 i11g, liis rca<lcrs to fin<l oul what is "reali'y" passing in his min<l, and plays a 
game with them in which he simultaneously reveals and conce::ils. To follow the 
intricacies of his irony is to engage in a kind of detective work, to pursue a wily 

quarry who coYers his tracks none the less carefully because he intends to be followed 
and who is likely to be waiting in ambush to turn the tables on the unwary reader. 

A. E . Dyson, in The Crazy Fabric, accepts the ironist's challenge, and under
takes to ardyse an<l int<:rpret some of his <lc\·ices. His book is a collection of "essays 
in irony", written over a number of years, on thirteen prose writers from Swift to 
Orwell. Bec\\'een these figures he treats Fielding, Sterne, Gibbon, Peacock, Thack
eray, ~fark Tw:.iin, Butler, Wilde, Strachey, Huxley, and Evelyn Waugh. One may 
regret the absence of such figures as Jane Austen and Henry James: but the critic 
is entitled to his chosen limits. 

The writers arc presented in chronological order, but Dyson docs not at
tempt to demonstrate any developing tradition, other than by considering Swift as. 
to some extent, the forebear of them all. He has no single thesis, nor docs he 
try to reconcile the widely varying techniques of the writers he examines with :my 
narrow definition of irony. His approach is through a close attention to "the 
personal mood and tone·· of each writer, and his method is to follow through a 

passage the devious twists and shiftings of innuendo and suggestion by which the 
ironist coaxes. bullies. or tricks his audience. 
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Dyson was well-advised in choosing this approach, fo r of course an essential 
element of irony is the close relationship between writer and reader which it pre
supposes. He is at his best in his consideration of those writers, such as Swift, 

Sterne, and Thackeray, who most fully exploit the possibilities of this relationship. 

So he examines what he calls Swift's technique of "betrayal" : ".-\ state of tension, 

not to say war, exists between Swift and his readers. The very tone which he em

ploys is turned into a weapon. It is the tone of polite conversation, friendly, and 
apparently dealirig in commonpbces. Natur:illy our assent is captured, since the 
polite style, the guarantee of gentlemanly equality, is the iast one in which ·.ve 
expect to be attacked or betrayed. But the propositions to which we find ourselves 
agreeing are in varying degrees monstrous, warped or absurd." This is what hap
pens when, for instance, after we h:iYe learned with Gulliver something of the lofty 
benevolence of the H ouyhnhnms he tries to emubte. we find ourselves calmly follow
ing an account of how he equips his boat with Yahoo skins. 

Empson has said that "an i1ony has nu pui1:L u11le~~ it is true, lU some degree, 
in both senses." D yson is finely attuned to the double-edged nature of irony, and 
seldom fails to see past the merely moralistic or so.tiric implications oi a work to its 
more comprehensive vision of the duality of life. He notes, for instance, how often 
the judgments of the "villainess" Becky Sharp are Th:ick::ray's own, a1:.d how much 
truth there is in the perception of the generally deluded Mr. Higgs in Erewhon. 

But although he oft::n shows, in the indiYidual studies, the kind of deep com
passion anJ concern that can un<lt:rlic: c:vc:n such disgust with humanity as Swift's, 

he is surely unjust in his generalization on the ironist when he says, ''At best he 
is a moralist to whom cruelty and rejection come more naturally than forgiveness 
and charity. At worst, he may be a sick man, shuddering at evils which have 
their true origin in himself." This .. at best .. , by his own ernluation, is still too 
harsh a description for Sterne and Wilde; and the "at worst'. would be debatable 
in its application e\en to Swift and Huxley . 

\Vords such as "irony.,, "paradox ... and "ambiguity" are all so fashionable 

that it oiten seems as though one has cnl :' to demonstrate their presence in a work 
to guarantee its worth. It is refreshing, then, to find that Dyson is ready to admit 
that all that is ironic is not per se profound. Just as irony can be a means of convey
ing more than what is actually said. so it can become a means of avoiding saying 
anything at all. He examines irony ·s potential as evasion, and d iscriminates be
tween, for instance, \Vilde·s apparent ilippncies, which he finds to be "part of a 
complex truth'', and the essemially ncgati,·e nature of \Vaugh's nO\·els, where "ab
sence of compassion-indeed a deliberare ,,·ithholding of compassion-seems at the 
heart of \Vaugh's irony." The principle behind this distinction, however, is not 
aiways clear. Dyson does not require Swiit to provide us with the ideal balance 
between Yahoo and H ouyhnhnm, but he takes Peacock to task for fastening only 
on cranks, and Butler for neglecting to delineate a good father-son relationship. 
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'Where he leaves his main subject of irony, and presents straight thematic 

studies of works such as Tom / ones and 198-1, though he has no major new inter

pretations, Dyson still shows constant and acute perceptiveness, and some fresh in
sights. His close attention to tone, and his controlled use of biographical data, which 

he handles with sympathy and tact, have the effect of bringing the works he ex

amines vividly to life. The book as a whole is well written and thoroughly read
able. 
University of Alberta J ULIET SUTTO!': 

Dickens: The Dreamer's Stance. By T wtoR STOEHR. New York: Cornell Univer-
sity Press. 1965. Pp. 299. $6.75. 

A new orien<ation tor Dickens· place in literary history is offered by this study of 
h is lir~rary manner. Combining a psychological and structural analysis of the 
six ''dark" novels from Bleak Ho!lse to Our M utual Friend, Stoehr shows that 
D ickens wrote his novels as if they wm.: dreams. He argues that the "dream man
ner" or supernatural ism, blending realism and fantasy, met the needs of nineteenth
century readers, torn between a reluctant insistence on fact and a desire for fancy. 
In the novels of Dickens readers found an art form in which they could unite 
their dispirited belief in a post-".'ewtonian world and their hopeless desire to escape 
from it into a romantic, ideal world in which they could renew their faith . Stoehr 
moves from this theoretical consideration to a practical criticism of the novels, 
interpreted as if they are dreams. T he weird mixture of seemingly unnecessary de
tail, the sense of a fr:igmented wodd mysteriously ordered, the hallucinatory quality 
of certain scenes, the photographic rc:ilism of grotesque images, a:-id the reflexive 
symbolic structure of the novels all resemble the fe:itures of dreams. These traits 
form part of Dickens' technique of disguise and display, enabling him to suggest 
but a\·oid fully confronting du; rn1utiu11ally l:Xplusi~e "dream co•1tcnt" of his novels: 
the recurring themes of sex. ciass, and ,·iolence. Applying Freudian princifles, 
Stoehr shows Dickens, <l'.ssatisfied with hirnseiE :ind his place in sccicty. gradually 
and ironically coming to terms with reality in the dream world of his no•:ds. Great 

Exrect.itions is said to mark the high point in Dickens' integration and dari!iotion 
of bis recurring dream content by the elimination 0£ his habiwal double plot, the 
skilful control oi the first-person narr:itor. :ind the ::ippear:incc of the submerged 
violence in the I\"c::wgatc:: stranJ of Pip's Stary. Dickens' rdmal, 1.: •.rn in Gn·ut 

Expecta:zons, to face the fu ll implicalions of his dream content help to explain the 
power of such symbolic scenes as Orlick's attack i.:pon Pip in the sluice-house a; a 
means of transferring the hero's violence to t!1c double. Orlick, and also a:; an emp
tion of Dickens' own repressed desire for violence. 

Like ether psychol0Jic2l and svmboii;t critics. who. a< Ada !'isbet says. 
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"explore the imaginarv gardens into which Dickens put his real to:ids'', Stoehr 
is vulnerable to the criticism of such writers as \Villiam Clark (in "The Rationale 

of Dickens' Death Rate") that he, like Edmund Wilson, has turned Dickens into 

"a melancholy misfit drifting helplessly unanalyzed in a pre-Freudian world". In 

discussing the biographical sources of Dickens· rect:rrent themes, especially those 

dealing with sexual transgression that imoh·es over;~epping class boundaries in the 

novels. Stoehr is \ague in his speculations about Di..: kens· childhood encounter with 

sex during his blacking-warehouse employment. I·ie also nez.dects to consider, in 
Dicken~' attem pt to reassert fa ith. his a\.>"arencss of the ironic possibili ties of fantas;-. 

dream, ::ind symbol in such novels as Cre11t Expectations. Finally, even allowing 

for the fact that Stoehr is dealing with the ' 'dark novels" and that he gives us a 

sense oi the dynamic, \'it::il world of those no\·els, his psychological ::inalysis leaves 

the reader who appreciates Dickens· comedy sl ightly at sea. As one critic has said, 

it is in his comedy, rccurri:1g en:n in the <lark nO\ds. that Dickens ··~hows his pro

found sense of the hum:in predic::iment" :ind his recognition of the fundamental 

::ibsur<lity and glory of human experience. Stoehr has neglected the possibility that 

comedy is perhaps the most significant means by which Dick'!ns bridges the gap 
be~ween fact and fancy and by which he renews faith. 

Stcehr's attempt to suggest the possibilities of Dickens· relation to certain 

cultural phenomena of the ninetee:-ith century is the most valuable contribution of 

his study. Tracing the way in which the gap between fact and fancy is treated in 
such novds as Hard T imes, he shows how the dreamer's stan1:<.: a1 i~1:~ frum this split 

in Victorian life and is an answer to it. Cultural parallels to the dreamer's stance 

are found by Stoehr in pseudo-science, phrenology, mesmerism and the attempts 

of Tennyson as a poet and Rossetti as an artist to join the precise and real with the 
roma ntic and fanciful. Combined with the earlier analysis of D ickens' dream tech
niques by Moynahan. Manheim. and \\'inters, Stoehr provides a st::ining poin t for 

studies not only o( ambiguities in the novds but of Dickens· relation to nineteenth

ccntury culmral dilemmas. In short, he succeeds in claiming a IH.:w context for 
Dickens in literary history in terms of his dream manner and of ddining Dickens 

as a "touchstone in assessing the sources and quality of supt:rnaturalism in the age." 
Uni;,ersity of Alberta Jo,\:-<NE A;-.;ci;s-S~rITH 

T he Re::ponsible Eli:cwrate. By V . 0. KEY. J:i.. Cambridge: Harva rd University 
Press (Toronto: Saunders of Toronto). 1966, Pp. xix, 153. 54.00. 

This small book has a single thesis with iar-rea::hing implications. Late in his 

distinguished career, this American political scientist turned his attention to the 
question: Is the American voter rational and responsibie? Key's conclusion, based 
on his analysis of the traditional ''black sheep" ot :\m.:rican politics-the voter who 

switches irom one party to another-was that "voters arc not fools ... in the large 
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the electorate behaves about as rationally and responsibly as we should expect, given 
the clarity of the alternatives presented to \t and the character of the information 
available to it." Some thrust is added to Key's conclusion when it is realized that 
the principal subjects of his study, the party changers, have been portrayed in earlier 

studies as "the least interested in the election; the least concerned about its outcome"; 

in short, the very people that Women's Political Leagues picture as the "ugly 
American". 

There are important implications m Key's findings . For one thing, there 
are important factual questions concerning the "nature" of homo civicus. Several 

authorities have told us that democratic man is reasoned, thoughtful, and con
scientious while others have told us that he is the opposite. Is this merely a factual 
dispute which will be answered in time to the satisfaction of all, or does it only 
illustrate that even the most disinterested, objective scholar brings a set of predilec
tions to his research and finds what he unwittingly sets om to find r The behavioural 
sciences, qt!a sciences, have yet to demonstrate that they can be totally diYorced 

from normative considerations. 

We should deal forthrightly with this problem because there are serious 
implications in the view that one can easily distinguish science from ethics. The 
many voting studies conducted in the past twenty-five years bring this problem to 

the surface. ·where does empirical fact-gathering end and normative evaluation 

begin? In the current issue of America·s leading political science journal, the 

charge is made that many moclern scholars find in the course of their rt:searc.:h that 
the rational citizen does not exist and then go on to conclude, as scientisto·, ( 1) 
that classic.:al democratic theory is unrt:distic.: and ( 2) that a newer theory is needed. 
The author of this c.:harge contends that the resultant "revisionist" tht:ory favours 

the status quo because of its tendency to stress the durability of a political system 

despite (or rather, because of) the shortcomings of the average citizen. The system 
is stable, according to this scientific orthodoxy, because most citizens care more 
about fishing and cards than politics. As a consequence, the system (unctions 

without much strife and is governed by a responsible and semi-open elite. 
Would it not be equally scientific to investigate the normativic question: 

Why do we have this apathy and relatiYe non-concern? Prophecies are often self
fulfilling, and what would be the result if we convince ourseh·es that democratic 
political systems function independently of indi\ idual rationality and responsibility? 
On the other hand, what will happen if we conclude that Key is right, that the 
average voter is indeed reasonably intell igent an<l rational~ Such a condusion 
would seem to have profound implications for normative theory as well as for the 
course of research itself. Scientists hopefully investigate what they deem import
ant. And it is important whether they view the aYerage voter as a dupe, or as a 

rational, concerned human being. 
Grand Valley State College, Michigan WrLLIAM C. B.wM 
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Fidel Castro's Political Programs from Reformism to "Marxism-Leninism". By 

LoREE 'WILKERSON. Gaines\·ille. Florida: University of Florida Press, 

1965. Pp . ix, 100. $2.00. 

T h is is the firs t in a second ser ies of monographs prepared under the auspices of 

the Center for Latin American Studies of the Cniversity of Florida. Mrs. Wilker

son has done well, in this clear and simple presentation of the Castro story, to bring 

an understanding of "the bearded one'', whose actions and lengthy oratorical flour

ishes have often appeared to be singularly inconsistent to Anglo-Saxon observers. 

W ithout pretensions to unusual insights, and fortunately free of ideological jargon, 

this slim rnlume gives an account of Communism in this hemisphere that is at once 
convincing and satisfactory in expbining this fait accompli. 

Starting with University of Havana fellow-students, the early colleagues \vho 

joined Fidel Castro in advocating economic and political change were in the ac

cepted pattern of Latin American reform movements. Similar groups and move

ments ha<l taken shape in Peru, a gern:racion earlier, a11<l gained recognition as the 
Alianza Popular Revolucionaria Americana (:\PR:\). The ;\fcxican Partido Rev

olucionario Institutional ( PRI) and the Cuban Partido Re\·olucionario Cubano 

(PRC) absorbed elements of European socialism, applied the concepts to local con
ditions, and added inspirational nationalism as sugar coating. While some of 

these movements were no more than gestures, and all were uniformly weigh\::d 
down with time-worn clich~s in their utterances, the personJlity of Castro, his 

urge to dynamic leadership, as well as the circumsta11cc~ uf Iii~ times and of his 

country's unique history, wrought surprising results. 

After the abortive armed landing on the southern co:ist of Cuba in !\oYem

ber, 1956, only a dozen conieder:ites escaped with Castro to th..: mountain fastnesses. 

From thence the guerilla fighring eventually spread to the valleys, su;taini:d by funds 

collected from Cuban exiles in Puerto Rico and the United States, and from middle
class and business people in Ha':ar!a who were suiiering from the corruption and 
tyranny of Batista. Taking iligln 011 Januar;· I, 1959, Batista ldt behind a political 

vacuum. Castro undertook a slu·s an<l triumphal march throu5h the countryside, 
used force to dislodge other re\·:.ilutionary bands temporarily in cummand 0£ the 

capital, and proceeded to consclid:ite his position . It is '.\frs. Wilkerson·s thesis 

that Castro was ready to sacrifice principle in order to enhance his personal domin

ation of the ensuing political struggle. Behind the contradictory statements and 

laws and the zig-zag political manoCU\ ring in nationalizing furcign i!1vestm<:nts 
and in replacing the Cuban army with his uwn followers "there lies a highly con
sistent will to exercise ,·inually unchecked personal power." 

Slowly came the change in public exposition of the purposes and objectives. 

Although Castro was originally an advocate of democratic processes, elections, free

dom of opinion and of the press, each of these promised reforms gave way in the 
surge to power oi one paw; and one man Aner the army. the labour unions. the 
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press, the Universities, the professional societies, the Church, the schools and the 
other social institutions came under socialist-communist control. Having earlier 

denounced Communism, Castro came to publicly embrace and extol it. His 

speeches reveal "a man who was desperately trying to reform his past so that it 

would conform to the present." In the great game of international politics, it was 

by his public proclamation that he had adopted the ideology of the Soviet Union that 
the welfare of his regime came to be a matter of great interest to the Kremlin. This 
interest was so great that it offset the risk inherent in the Communist overt pene
tration into an area of vital security interest to the United States. To repeat, Mrs. 
·Wilkerson makes it abundantly clear. 

University of Maryland WILLARD BARBER 

The International Law of Fisheries: A Framework for Policy Oriented Inquiries. 
By DouGLAS M. J oHNSTON. New Haven: Yale University Press [Mont
real: McGill University Press], 1965. Pp. xxiv, 55-L $12.50. 

Until late in the nineteenth century, the fishery resources of the oceans were re
garded as being inexhaustible. Scientific evidence has since demonstrated that ocean 
fisheries can be over-fished and that unless measures are taken to restrict their 
exploitation they are liable to serious depletion or even destruction. The situation 

poses a very real problem for the international lawyer who may try to seek solu
tions which will accord with two traditionally accepted principles of international 
law-the principle of unrestricted freedom of the high seas and the principle that 
in a narrow band of waters adjacent to its coasts (the territorial sea) the coastal 
state has the exclusive right of jurisdiction. Canada has been particularly con
cerned with the problem. Aware that a three-mile breadth of territorial sea was 
inadequate to protect her fisheries she enacted in 1964 the Territorial Sea and Fish
ing Zones Act which established, in addition to a three-mile territorial sea, a zone 
of nine miles in which Canada was to have exclusive control over fisheries. 

In this book Professor Johnston argues that the international law of fisheries 
should not roday be concerned with perpetuating the classical concepts of the terri
torial sea and the high seas which provide no rational basis for the settlement of 
modern problems of exploitation and conservation. He advocates a functional as 

opposed to a strictly legal approach permitting account to be taken of biological, 
economic, technical, political, and sociological considerations as factors in shaping 
decisions. He sees no logical re:ison, for example, why a state's claim to :iuthority 
over fisheries should be co-extensive with its authority for purposes of customs or 
defence. 

The major part of Professor Johnston's book involves an analysis of the 
trends in claims to authority over fishery resources. T he two uses of these resources 
-exploitation and conservation-are separately examined under the heads of "un-
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shared", "modified", and "shared" authority. (Unshared authority refers to the 
exclusive right of one state to exploit a fishery resource or to enforce, unilateraily, 
conservation regulations concerning it. Shared authority refers to a scheme of 

exploitation or conservation in which two or a limited number of states partici
pate with the intention of excluding all other states or requiring them to submit 
to regulation. A shared exploitation or conservation scheme permits participation 

by all states.) In discussing unshared exploitation authority the author notes with 

approval a recent trend towards functional use of the seas. Since 1960, for example, 
many states in addition to Canada, rather than extending the limits of their terri
torial seas to ga in control over fisheries, h:iYe established exclusive fishing zones ad

jacent to their territorial seas. These zones in no way affect the rights of other 
states in making use of other functions of the sea. 

In tracing patterns of unshared conservation authority, Professor Johnston 
regards as favourable a trend towards n:cognirion of the "special interest" of the 
coastal state in the maintrnanc::: oi the prndw.:tivity u( Ll1c living resources of the 
high seas adjacent to its territorial sea, as a result of the 1958 Geneva Convention 
on Fishing and Consen::ition of the Living Resources of the High Seas. The Con
vention permits the coasr::il state to initiate unilateral measures of conser\'ation when 
scientific evidence establishes the necessity of urgent application of such measures. 
As outstanding examples of modified conservation authority, Professor Johnston 
cites the experience of Canada and the United States with the halibut and salmon 
stocks of the Kurthwcsl Paci(ic Oci..:an. ,\s a 1i..:sult u( various treaties imposing 

mutual restraints, the two nations were able to restore these stocks to high ieH:ls 
oi productivity. He bclie\es that the best solution to fishery problems lies in those 
schemes of authority th:it are restricted to one or to a limited number of participants. 
Regionalism and negotiated settkment betwe<:n the parties direcdy concerned an: 
preferred to wide s..:hcmcs of shared authority, in which the whoie in ternation:il 
community would particifate and in which an attempt to maximize the sharing 
of benefits could result in a m inimum of restraints . Ile says, howeYer, Ll 1at claims 
to unshared or modified authority O\'er a resource should be founded on the need 
ior conservation regulation s as demonstrated by scirntific eYidence. Professor John
ston also recommends that any scheme of modified authority to be completely ef
fective should be backed up b~· a procedure of compulsory arbitration to be used 
as a final resort when the parties themselves are unable to settle a dispute. 

The foregoing synopsis gives no adequate appreciation of the wide range of 
matters considered, such as a history of the de1·clopmem of international law con
cepts affecting fisheries, an examination of pertinent treaties, conventions, and 
international decisions, and a consideration of the problems and trends in specific 
ocean fisheries. Account is t:iken of the social, economic, biological, and political 
factors influencing claims to authority. The method of analysis will perhaps seem 
alien to those accustomed to thinking of international law in terms of the tradi-
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uonal concepts. But it is, of course, Professor Johnston's a:m to show the futil
ity of the familiar principles in offering a solution to the problems of fisheries. The 
reader may find that the book tends to over-categoriz:ition. The sep:ir:ite tre:itment 
given to both exploit:ition and conservation under the three headings of unshared, 

shared, and modified at times seems arbitrary and seems to lead to unnecessary 

duplication of materia l. The author succeeds, however, in making a strong case 
for a rational approach to the law of fisher ies which will accord with present-day 
realities. 
Dalhousie L' niversity J. A. Yoc1s 

H a:vthorne. A Collection of Critical Euays. EJ. A. N. K....uL. (T wentieth Century 

Views series). Englewood Cliffs, N'.J. : Prentice-Hall [Scarborough, On
tario: Prentice-Hall of Canada], 1966. $3.95. 

Twice in this collection, a rather perYcrse linotypisL has accidentally called atten
tion to two major aspects of Hawthorne's art. H e has omitted the letter r from 
dramatize; hence, damati::e (pp. 43, 80) . One result of this omission is that the 
reader becomes aware of how frequently critics must consider Hawthorne as a 
dramatic or even theatrical writer. Furthermore, the misprint reminds us of the 
recurring theme of damation [sic J and salvation, a theme which every essay in the 
book presumes as a point of reference. 

T ypog1aphy aside, however, Professor A. N. Kaul's collection is cxcdlent
The organization which the editor has impressed upon the book can only be de
scribed as logically beautiful. The essays move from the general to the specific, and 
each piece provides a solid ground for the essay which follows. T hus, the first 
selection, by Yvor Winters, sets forth the Puritan ethos and the problem of allegory 
as these affect the whole Hawthorne canon. This is followed by Mrs. Q. D. Leavis' 
lengthy '·Hawthorne as Poet'', which provides, along with perceptive explication, 
synopses of many of Hawthorne's works. After these, the essays become more nar
row in critical scope, en<ling finally vvith commentaries on individual works, includ
ing criticisms of Hawthorne's four no\·els, by Mark Van Doren, F. 0 . Matthiessen, 
Hyatt ·waggoner, and the editor, Mr. Kaul. Such an accumulative approach makes 
this collection quite as suitable for the general reader as for the student of American 
letters, who, I suppose, has been the primary audience for the whole series, at 
least until Prentice-Hall's current sales campaign for monthly subscriptions. 

The criticism is modern. If this rnlume is representative, the Prcnticc
Hall series might be retitled mid-Twentieth Century Views, the rangt: of dates of 
origi:i.al publication extending from Yvor Winters' "i\.laule's Curse" of 1938 to 

Fr.:derick C. Crews' tightly reasoned analysis of "Roger Malvin's Burial" of 1964. 
In critical approach the collection could provide a student with Yirtually every mid· 
century point of view, such key words of our century as ambiguity, myth, symbol, 
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shock of recognition, and Freudian being central to the analyses of H. V. Lang, 
R. W. B. Lewis, Charles Feidelson Jr., and Crews. And behind them all is the 
germinal criticism of Henry James, who is alluded to by every writer and quoted 

by most of them. It seems only an accident of chronology and presumably of space 
that James' evaluations were not included. 

Hawthorne, of course, lends himself to modern criticism to the extent that 
sometimes the reader of this collection feels an internal conflict between scepticism 
and wonder: scepticism at the critics' facility in finding themes that our mid-century 
minds want to find, and wonder at their being there, as we see in Frederick C . 
Crews' demonstration that the hunting accident in "'Roger Malvin's Burial" is not 
an accident, but actually a situation in which "The super ego takes revenge for 
unfulfilled death-wishes ... of ... the sexual rival." Indeed, the complexities of 
Hawthorne's works which make them subject to the interpretations of succeeding 
generations suggest that perhaps the nationalists who were contemporary with 
Hawthorne, especially Melville, were not qualitatiYely far off in suggesting comrari
sons between him and Shakespeare. Where the people of the genteel age wanted 
to find morality and romance in Shakespeare, and found them, the people of this 
age want ambiguity and universal myth. As this well balanced anthology proves, 
our twentieth-century critics find these characteristics in Hawthorne, too. 
University of lvlinnesota, Duluth FRED E. H. ScHROEDER 

A History of Modern Critici;m, Vol. IV, 1750-1950. By RENE WELLEK. New Haven: 

Yale University Press [Montreal : McGill University Press], 1965. Pp. vi, 

671. $1 0.00, paper $2.45. 
'With one more volume ( The Twentieth Century) still to be published, Rene Wel
lek's massive study has already gained wide acceptance as the best survey of its 
kind to be produced in our century; despite its narrow scope it is far superior to 
George Saintsbury's erudite but rambling History of Criticism, the only work by a 
single author with which it might be legitimately compared, in its incisive analysis 

of the grounds on which literary judgments have been made and in its dispassionate 
appraisals of indi\·idual critics and movements. But if it is an essential text for the 
student of literature it is no less so for one interested in the history of ideas, for 

Wellek discusses criticism within the wider context of the movement of ideas and 
social forces which have left their imprints on European and American culture. 
The formulation of concepts and judgments about literature, as he clearly sees, is 
premised upon a host of underlying assumptions which are not purely aesthetic but 
also psychological, philosophical, ideological, and social; and these in turn are con
ditioned by the period and nation in which the critic lives. Thus, Whitman con
ceived the duty of the American poet to be "to define his nation, give it 'moral 
identity', help to unify it after the ordeal of the Civil War." Dostoevsky's socio-
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political views also coloured his aesthetic vis ion ; he "attacked Tolstoy openly ... 
for his views on the Southern Slavs, voiced by Levin at the end of Anna Karenina." 
Such remarks may seem today exasperatingly simplistic and doctrinaire; we have 

grown acwswmed to more formal. professedly disinterested technical analysis, but 
it is tonic ro be reminded, even if in a relatively unsophisticated way, that part of 
the critic's function is judging, anJ a whole judgment alwavs involves more than 
aesthetic criteria alone. The many original source quotations with which Wellek 
saturates the pages of his Hio·tory continually keep us aware of this truth. 

\Vellek does more, however, than rela te the critic to the concern of his time; 
he aiso focuses on the network oi ideals and beliefs and atritudes which link to
gether seemingly di\·erse figures. He writes: "The common denominator between 

Wordsworth and Tolstoy is their Rousseauism, their t:nmity toward urban civiliza
tion, their concern for the effect of literature on the masses of humanity, their 
hope for literature as an instrument or unification in a spirit of love." Despite the 
suspicious neamess of such comparisons, they do illuminate the connection between 
minds existing in vastly different worlds. This is as Wellek intends, for one of 
his cardinal although unstated tenets is that the history of criticism, like the history 
of any intellectual discipline. implies a sense of spatial and temporal continuity. The 
questions that men ask about literature- what is its relation to society? to objective 
truth? to the indi\'idual? what should literature do ?-and the solutions they pro
pose are recurrent ones, though necessarily restated for every culture. One of the 
th ings Wcllck has attempted to do, and succeeded very well in doing, is to examine 
the ways in which a m ultitude of English, European, and American critics have 
conscious! y or unconscious! y borrowed from or parallelled one another. His atten

tion is always more closely fixed on the interdependence of critics, on the philosophic 
roots which they mutualiy share, than on that which sets one man off from his fel
lows. Any particular chapter devoted to an individual or a small cohesive group 
thus invar iably invoh·es a complex of other figures, schools, movements, so that in 
structure tbe chapter resembles a waggun wlit.:d with spukt.:s g1avi tating outwards 
from the hub and leading to a wider referential circumference. 

To this task \Vellek br ings enormous erudition and an impressive synthesizing 
sensibility. One could wish, perhaps, that the author had condescended to provide 
h is readers with English translations of his more esoteric notes in Russian and 
Danish; it is particularly perplexing that he found it "useful to cite the original 
Danish passages" in his notes on Georg Brandes, especially since he admits to having 
himself read the entries in German and English translations. But such little aftec
tations should not detract from the genuine scholarship and the supple lucid prose 
of W ellek ·s text. This is not one of those all too common modern exercises in 
inflated jargon which brightly gild O\'er banalities and inchoate perceptions. Wellek's 
material is weighty, but his style is not. 

Like the three earlier volumes, T he Later Nineteenth Century contains, be-
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sides notes, seYeral useful a ppendices: a chronological table ot m:portant works, a 

complete index of names and another of t0pics and terms, and a bibliogr:iphy. The 

latter is least satisfactory, and to many readers will appe:ir to be far too narrowly 

se!ecti\e. For instanc:::, though the past decade (no doubt under the pressure of 

the academic s:eamroiler) has reatured a rosiLive outpouring of articles and books 

dernted to nuny of the principles discussed by Wellek. ust.:ally no m ore than a single 

item w ritten during this period is included in each chapt::r bib!iograi:hy. There 

are occasional typographi.:al errors . For c:x:unFl.:, perhai1s in comp:nsation for hi5 
ne0kct or the con<i:mporary scrne, \Yelkk oifers a glance in<o the iuture : the date 

of Lesiie Sterhen·s Sam:1el Johnson is gi\·rn as 1978. Such minor ilaws. however, 

detract very little from the significance of his achievement. \.V cllek has gi" en us 

the most comprehensive and balanced account of the hist0ry of criticism in the 

modern age. 

Ddho11sie C;z/;•ersit.1 

Trials of thi: Word. By R . W . B. LEwis. l\'ew Haven: Yale Cniversity Press [Mont-

re:il : :VkGill uni\'ersity Press], 19u5. Pp. 239. $i).50. 

This volLme by one of the turcmost contemporary critics :ir.<l scholars of American 

Lt..:!·:ltun.: .:0llects de\' en essays, most of which l1aH: appea1 cd earlier a~ introduc
tions . a~cerwords, or contribu:ions to s:, mposia . Professor Lewis concentrates on 

James, \Vhitman, ~Iclville, and Hawthorne, but some of the essays are not author

centred. and two ("Malraux and His Critics·· and '·The Curren~ of Conrad 's Vic
tory'') deal with Eurorean writers. On the basis of the p;:esent book, one can con
clude only that Professor Lewis's reputation is <lesen ed : there is little to object tO 

here, and much to aJmire. The writing is lucid and sometimes graceful, the ap
prnach always sophistica teJ, the judgments invari::ib!y c::iutious (lxa nut evasive) and 
balanced. Such cool an<l intricate analysis does not make for exciting reading, but 

exciting criticism is pro<luc.::J only by writers or creative gcniLs, anJ narrowness 

is almost al wars the p rice. Proiessor Lewis is as irec from the doctrinaire or 

simplistic mrntality as one could wish. Aside from estimates of particular works
not all of us would agree that Whitm.in \\as ( c,·en in "Out oi the: Cr:idk Endkssly 

Rocking'· ) '·an artist in virtuoso control of his technical resources .. , that :.Iclville's 
war FCetr:; 1s compelling reaJing, or that T lie Confidencc·-.\fan '·is an almost ir
rcsis:ibl;: eas~ book to rercad"-and from shades of emphasis in imerpretation, the 

only disappointmen: onc is likely to find with this buok is that the divcrsi<y o( its 

contents, together with the insistent intellectualism :111<l fr.::qucnt!y narrow compass, 
produces a book which few except connoisseurs of criticism will read at a sitting . 

. \'ebrao·,za ir:esleran Cniver_;it1 RosERT BEr:\r 
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Canadian Books 

Dictionary of Canadian Biography. Vol. I, 1000 to 1700. Edited by G EORGE W. 
BRow:-1, M.-\RCEL T1n:oEL, and ANDRE VAcHoK. Toronto: University of 

Toronto Press; Quebec: Les Presses de l'Universite Laval. 1966. Pp. 
xxiii. 755. $15.00 

Publication of the Dictionary of Canadian Biography/ Dictionnaire biographique du 
Canada, volume I, inaugurates the most ambitious schobrly project yet to be under
taken in Car:ada. The aim is to record the biographies of all noteworthy i;;habitants 
( oclud!ng living persons) of what is now Canada from the earliest times to the 
present a1~J to include for each a bibliography of the primary and secondary sources 
of information. In their "Directives to Contributors" the editors stipulate that each 
biography is to be "a fresh and scholarly treatment of the subject based upon reliable 
s:mrces (where possible first-hand), precise and accurate in statements of fact, con
cise, but pr::sented in attractiYe literary form ." It is estimated that it will take 18 to 

20 volumes approximateiy the size of volume I (nearly 780 double-column pages) 
to bring the work up to the middle of the pre~ent century. 

Obviously a project of such magnitude could be undertaken only if it were 
adequately subsidized. Funds were made available in 1952 by the bequest of a 
Toror;;o businessman, James ~icholson ( 1861-1952), to the University of Toronto 
to provide for Canada '"a work similar in principle and scope to the Dictionary of 
National Biography". 

By 1959 the original trust had increased in value to a point where the annual 
interest made it possible to start the project. The late Dr. George vV. Brown was 
appointed the first General Editor, and the volume under review is in a very real 
sense a testimony to his organizing skill and a reflection of his high ideals of 

scholarship. No one could have coped with the initial editorial problems with great
er confidence and enthusiasm than George Brown. For the last four years of his 
life he d-~voted all his energies to establishing the DCB/ DBC on a firm foundation. 
He seemed to be ubiquitous at meetings of societies learned and othawise where 
he expounded the aims of the Dictionary, recruited contributors, and enlisted sup
port. I t is indeed a matter of deep regret that he did not live to sec in print the 

first frui ts of his labour. 

Ir was in large measure Dr. Brown·s persuasiveness which made the 
DCB / DBC a combined operation of English- and French-Canadian scholarship. 
with Marcel Trudel as co-editor and Andre Vachon as general secretary. Simul-
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taneous publication of the French edition by Les Presses de l'Universite Laval was 
assisted by grants from the Canada Council and the Centennial Commission. 

One of the first editorial decisions, and a wise one, was to adopt a per iod 
form of organization, unlike the straight alphabetical sequence of names in the 
Dictwnary of National Biography and the Dictionary of American Biography. T he 

death-date, or lacking that the floreat date, determines the inclusion of persons with

in the per iod covered . This has, of course, the disadvantage of excluding some 
key persons who, so to speak, outlived their times. Bishop Laval, for example, 

belongs in the fi rst volume (there are no fewer than 85 index references to him), 
but because he died in 1708 his biography will appear in the second volume. Find
ing a given person's biography is more difficult in the period arrangement if one 
does not know the death-date, and the problem is compounded as the per iods to be 
covered by the later volumes m ust necessarily become shorter. On balance, how
ever, publication by periods has compensating advantages. It lends to each volume 
a unity that \vas lacking in the older biographical compilations and it enables one 
to find the relevant biographies of a given period largely grouped together instead 
cf scattered through a score of volumes. It facilitates editorial cross-checking and 
makes revision of any volume possible without affecting other volumes in the 

senes. 
I-faving adopted this form of organization, the editors then saw the advantage 

of including preliminary survey articles outlining various aspects of the period to 
be covered, thus pruviJing an historical framework for the: biographies which 
follow. Those in volume I are "The Indians of :t\ortheastern ~orth America" by 
Jacques Rousseau and George W. Brown (followed by a glossary of Indian tribal 
names); "The :\'orrhern Approaches to Canada" by T . J. Oleson and W. L. Mor
ton; "The Atlantic Region" by George MacBeath; and "New France, 1524-1 713" 
by Marcel Trudel. These are admirable outlines indicating unresolved points of 
controversy and providing a perspecti\·e which obviates a good deal of repetition in 
the biographies thcmseives. kduded at the end of the volurm: are a li~L uf 11 7 
contriburnrs, a full index of names (\vi th asterisks marking persons whose biogra
phies will appear in la:~r volumes). and an excellent General Bibliography (I. 
Archives and }fr Sources, II. Primary Printed Sources, III. Refercr:ce lf'orko·, IV. 
Studies), pp. 685-710. 

The list of names for possible inclusion in this first volume at one time 
totalkd 1,300. With the advice of over 100 scholars, it was finally limite<l lG 5<J-l 
entries. Of these, 318 are from N ew Fran..:e, 71 from :\cadia, 3-l from the f-l uJ
son's Bay Company, 37 from Newfoundland, 59 from the Maritimes ( explon:rs 
included), 65 are Indians, and 10 persons \\·ere relegated to an Appendix-"persom 
whose identity is uncertain or who may never have come to what is now Canada". 

The biographies vary in length from about 200 to about I 0,000 words. In 

:he present volume. short entries predominate because of the r auci tv of information 
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about many persons in the earliest period of our history. Specialists in the per iod 
will no doubt question the exclusion of some persons and the inclusion of others, and 

there will be less than universal agreement on the relative weight, in terms of 

length of treatment, given to various persons. The longest biography is that of 

the intendant, Jean Talon (35 columns); the next longest are Champlain (261;2) 
and La Salle ( 25). This may be justified, but it does seem odd, to say the least, 

that as much space is devoted to D cllard des Ormeaux (18 columns) as to F rontenac 

or Maisonneu\e. Indeed Dollard·s biographer, Andre Vachon. deems it necessary 

to apologise fo r dealing at such length with a minor so!dier who died after being 

only two years in Canada. "It is only'', he confesses, "the aura in which the battle 

of the L ong Sault has been enveloped and the polemics to which it has given rise 

that explain the important place it oc.:upies in Canadian historiography. as well as 
the nature and length of this present study, without. however. justifying them'' (p. 
274 ) . It may be noted that C . P . Stace;. in his atlmirable article on Sir William 

Phips wisely refraineJ from making polemics an exn1se for in flating his assignment. 

There is a certain diiiuseness also in ac..:ounts oi some of the religious. The 15 
columns d..:voted to ~fother ~fa1ie de !"Incarnation, foundress of the Ursuline:: 
O rder in ~ew France, could b.: compressed to achantagc without detracting from 

her historical importance. In like manner, six columns seem more than sufficient 

to deal adequately with Mother Marie-Catherine de Saint-Augustin, an exemplary 
nun at Hotel Dieu, who Jied young, having been (we are told ) "tormented in 

visible and external fashion hy the devil"' ( p. 608 ). Pere Lilement. the Jesuit 
martyr, tormented in visible and external fashion by the Iroquois, rates less than 

one third the space. Clearly some contributors developed compression to a finer 

art than others. This reviewer awards the palm to Dr. W. Kaye Lamb for the open
ing sentence of his account ot Sir Francis Drake: "One of the great seamen of 
the Elizabethan age, Drake made several rnyages to the \\. cst Indies in 1556-73 and 

commanded a final expedition in 1595, but his fame rests chiefly upon his voyage 

around the world in 1577-80 for wh ich he was knighted in 1581. and on the defe:it 

of the Spanish Armada in 1588"'. 
_ \ few e:it:-ies. all ct them short, scarcely meet the criterion o! a person 

possessing some "element of distinction". Jean Lemire, a ca!"j1enter. was dis

tinguished chier1y, it appears, as "the father of many sons"'. Abrahar.i , !artin. who 

gave his name to the famous Plains, also father:::d many sons and daughtc=s. In
deed thne are index references to 17 different Martins, not all, however, related 
to .-\brabm. No count is gin:n of the:: progeny of the ~[ontagnais chief :.Iakhcabich· 
tichious, of whom it is said that he "rereatedly protest~d his belief in Christianir: 

but could not bring himself to gi\·e up polygamy·' (p. 48~). 

Editorial cross-checking seems to have bc::en <lone \·.:ry cardully in<lt:d. lt 
wodd be surprising, in a work of this nature with over a hundred contributors. 

not to find some minor discrepancies. The article on John Cabot. for example. gin~~ 
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rhe date of his death tentatively as 1498 (?) and states that the events of the last 
voyage "can only be inferred from scattered allusions'', whereas the writer on Joao 
Fernandes states positively: "It is now known that John Cabot went down with 

his ship on the J.198 voyage". 

A final word of commendation is due the University of Toronto Press for 
producing a book distinguished in typography and format, a credit to Mr. N ichol
son's perceptive benefaction. 
Queen's University H. P. GUNDY 

The Return of Eden, Five Essays on Milton's Epics. By NoRTHROP FRYE. Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1965. Pp. 143. $4.95. 

The Return of Eden is a collection of five essays by the Principal of Victoria Col
lege, University of Toronto. Four, on Paradise LoJt, were delivered as the Centen
nial Lectures at Huron College in 1963. The fifth, on Paradise Regained, is re
vised tram an article published in Modem Philology in 1956. The lectures were 
delivered to an audience of "relatively inexperienced students", and Dr. Frye con
fesses that they became more complicated as he rewrote them for publication. Cer
tainly they are now demanding, compelling, exciting reading. The more a reader 
can bring to them in background, intelligence, and sympathetic understanding, the 
more he will take away. 

Dr. Frye's candour is of the same nature as Milton's. Prophets and saints 
need not read either Paradise Lost or books about Paradise Lost, since they view 
the face of God. Nor need Satan read, for he wants no Eden. But between these 
figures lie all manner of minor devils. These should be reminded of what they 
have lost and how it can ·be found again. Dr. Frye, being both churchman and 
scholar, confines his attention to "all superficial readers of Milton" who are "in 
the position of minor devils" and, having made this clear, gets down to the way 
Milton intends Paradise Lost to be "a sacrificial offering to God, which, if it is 
accepted, will derive its merit from that acceptance". In our reaction to these two 
remarks will lie our sympathy or lack of sympathy with The Return of Eden. 

The great value of The Return of Eden lies in its serious approach to Milton. 
This book discusses will, knowledge, virtue, heroism, purpose, and action. Man's 
search for liberty, for virtue, for heroism reveals his longing for Eden. Reason and 
instinct make him seek for the harmony which he now knows that he has lost, 
unless he can find it in the mind that recognizes a \Vill beyond human desires. 
Internal discipline is the answer. This recognizes that heroism is the choice of the 
side of God, that "an act is the expression of the energy of a free and conscious 
being", that all acts are good. Evil is really the power that moves towards the 
cessation of all activity, the licence that ultimately denies all freedom of action. 
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With Satan we stand on the slippery edge of nothing. Liberty, individual or in tht· 
state, belongs with God. 

The Return of Eden deals ultimately with the difference, in the eyes of a 
Christian, between the real and the pseudo. It begins and ends by pointing out 

two facts. First, that Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained are structured to show 
that the pseudo does exist as a consequence of deviation in will; that good is pos

sible to recognize and adore in the epiphany of Christ as the only true hero capable 
of action (as creator, redeemer, restorer, totally in harmony with God); that the 

epiphany of Satan shows that the consequence of pseudo-action is sin and death; 
that when the human and naturai orders have fallen, only God·s promise, God's 
laws, God's love, and God's judgment can ultimately restore or annihilate what 
is astray. Second, that "meaning" is, for man, just as easy to accept as "meaning
lessness" : all that it takc!s is a less narrow oudook. Certainty can lie only in the 
central point of order that belongs to God, to which man willingly and joyfully 
assents. The theme is that "the Christian must learn to will to relax the \Viii , to 
perform real acts in God's time and not pseudo-acts in his own". 

Serious, witty, dignified, clear, concise, moving with ease and assurance 
through difficult poetry and difficult concepts, erudite but not pedantic, disquiet
ingly direct and forceful, The Return of Eden should speak to the twentieth-century 
reader who is not repelled by such words as chastity, virtue and liberty, sin, purity 
and truth. 

United College, Winnipeg ALICE HA.MILTOS 

Strange Battleground: The Operations in Korea and their Effects on the Defence 
Policy of Canada. By LT-CoL. HERBERT FAIRLIE Wooo. (Official History 
of the Canadian Army). Ottawa: The Department of National Defence, 
1966. Pp. 317. Available from the Queen's Printer, Ottawa, $8.50. 

In 1956 the Canadian Army's Historical Section published a "short official account" 

of the Canadian participation in the United Nations Operations in Korea, 1950-1953 . 
. \ more definitive official history of that involvement has now appeared under 

the authorship of Lt.-Col. H. F. Wood, who recently retired as Deputy Director of 
the Historical Section. 

Colonel Wood writes from first-hand knowledge. He was the original 
Brigade Major of the 25th Infantry Brigade, Canada's contribution to the U.N. 
ground forces in Korea, and later he commanded the 3rd Battalion Princess Patricia's 
Canadian Light Infantry in operations there. As he points out in his preface
in elaboration of the book's sub-title-the limited size of the Canadi:m military 
forces engaged has made it possible to include in a single volume not only a detailed 
account of their operations, but also a consideration of Canada's defence policy in 
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relation to the Korean conflict. Many readers will find the latter the more interest
ing part of the book. 

In the years immediately following the Second World War, Canadian Defence 
policy, which was based mainly on the concept of providing for North American 

security, had not included plans for furnishing the United Nations on short norice 

wi::.h "expeditionary forces capable of quick deployment in distant areas." But in 
1950, writes Wood, "the isolationist sentiment that had dominated Canadian foreign 
policy was abandoned." The provision of the Special Force, which was born in 
"ur:.certainty, haste, and improvisation'', established a precedent for involving Can
ada in subsequent US. peacekeeping operations. The Special Force in time gave 
place to a Canadian brigade of professional soldiers, and the experience gained on 
the ''strange bactieground" of Korea was to prove of considerable benefit to Can
ada's permanent army. 

For the a\·erage soldier the fighting in Korea was largely a frustrating exper
ience. particularly in the later stages when his role was mainly defensive an<l he 
could see that there was no victory to be won. Colonel Wood was faced with the 
difficult task of describing a long succession of small-scale actions, many of them 
consisting of little more than patrolling. There were no large battles. The 1543 
Canadian battle casualties (309 of them fatal) were fewer than those sustained in 
two davs of fighting by a single Canadian brigade in the First World War. 

The author treats each engagement in considerable detail , bringing realism 
to his na;-rati\·e by quoting extensively from unit war diaries and the personal ac
counts of participants. One could wish, however, that a writer of Colonel Wood's 
creative ability had not felt himself constrained to stick so closely to such military 
terminology as "occupied defensive positions·-, ''established a firm base'', and "main
tained the routine normal to a formation in reserve". One welcomes such lighter 
touches as Brigadier Rockingham's cable from Korea (after an M.P. at Ottawa 

had appealed to the troops to keep up the spirits of their families by "frequent and 
regular letter-writing"): "Are welfare people tak ing steps to boost morale of people 
at home or should we send cigarettes, etc.: " Or the story of the consternation cre
ated among welcoming senior officers by the P.P.C.L.I. soldier who, having tom 
his only pair of trousers while crossing the Pacific, got off the train at Vlinnipeg 
wearing blue jeans which he had purchased from the ship's stores for $1.98. 

The course of the Canadian operations is well illustrated by a series of first
class maps, and the numerous photographs, particularly those credited to W . H. 
Oison and P. J. Tomelin, are excellent. ~umerous typographical errors and incon
sistencies make one wish that in an official history, as this is. the author had been 
better served by his proofreaders. 

Ottal/Ja G. w . L. ~ICHOLSON 
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The Poet and H is Faith: Religion and Poetry in England from Spenser to Eliot 
and Auden. By A. S. P. WoooHoGsE. Chicago and London: Uni
vers;ty of Chicago Press [Toronto: University of Toronto Press], 1965. 
Pp. xii, 304. $6.95. 

T lie Poet and His Faith was the first to be delivered of a series of lectures published 
by the Frank L. W::il Institute for Studies in Religion and the Humanities. Two 
other volumes ha\'e already appeared, the one by Professor \.Voodhouse (former 
head of the Department of English in the University of T oronto) having been 
delayed by his revisions and then, finally, by his death in 196-t . 

Professor \.Vocdhouse was aware of the dangers of his subject, "of falling 
into a mere catalogue of poets and poems and of too hurried and superficial a 
treatment." His fears \Vere justified on both counts: all is decorous, true, trite, safe, 
balanced, knowledgeable, sound, and unilluminating. It is difficult to know for 
whom the text is intended. As a popular book, ic would encourage no one to read 
poetry, since the poetry serves to illustrate the author's comments rather than to 
be the glory about which he talks. For a reader with a superficial acquaintance 
with poetry, a good history of literature would be more useful. For anyone who 
knows the major poets, the surprise lies in disappointment that so great a scholar 
and teacher has so little beyond generalities to say about poetry or faith. 

The book opens with a discussion of the "affirmation" of commitment which 
religious poetry makes. It is asserted that poetry is the outcome of historical states 
and condi<ions, as well as the outcome of the experience, sensibility, anJ genius of 
the writer. Presumably it is from Professor \Voodhouse's own interests and from 
this position that he opens Chapter II: "Some date about 1580 is a natural starting 
point". That there were then "decisive new directions" may be true, though Pro
fessor \Yoodhouse cannot have been unaware that Spenser (and Sidney too) knew 
that there was a \'ery decisive new direction in poetry that burst out between 1367 
and 1390. On what grounds can it be "natural'' to aYoid reference to the massive 
body of English religious poetry before 1580? Eight hundred years of dominant 
interest in reason and revelation cannot be disregarded in farnur of fo ur hundred 
vears of growing disregard, without some discussion of the total issues involved. 

The book is devoted to a discussion of background, treated historically, for 
major poets from Spenser's The Faerie Q11ee11e to Auden 's For The Time Being. 
Spenser, Southwell, Donne and his followers, Milton, Butler, and Dryden, the Ro
mantics and the Victorians, Eliot and r\ uden are set in time and place. Here The 
Poet and His Faith is sound, judicious, and informative. It is splendid to hear a 
scholar speak with ease, lucidity, and balance, with the assurance that comes from 
a long life spent in learning and in reasoned judgments. But Professor Woodhouse 
had already written on nature and grace in The Fael'ie Queene, and on epic struc
ture in ParadiJ·e Lost. Here he adds little to his general pattern of interpretation 
of these great poems. As for the lyric poems of Spenser and Milton, Donne and 
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his followers, he speaks about "selection" concealing the extent and variety of 
rclig10us writing of this time. ..\ basic: insensibility to the poems themselves seems 
to overshadow their clarity. Of Lycidas Professor \Voodhouse writes: "This bare 

account can give no impression of the complex pattern and the poetic beauty of 
Lycida;; but at least it lets us see how once more Milton has turned an occasional 
poem to the realization of a genuine religious experience'' (p. 102). He, too, recog
nizes that what he said was central, and inadequate, about this fervent and varied 
world. 

From Chapter V (1660-1780) to Chapter VIII (twentieth century), as Pro
fessor Woodhouse moves from the chief area of his interest in the rise and fali of 
Puritanism. so the flaws and the strength of the book become more evident. When 
poets' ideas moved in belief or disbelief, these are related to the current ideas. 
(Obviously, for Professor Woodhouse, the poet is the voice of his time rather than 
the prophet oi the future or the expression of the timeless.) . \ll is lucid. conven
tional rather than precise in definition. It is assumed that "meditation'', "revela
tion'', "reason", "immanence'', "omnipresence", "transcendence" will be understood 

and will be unambiguous to the reader. 
The basic weakness appears in the discussions of the poetry of Eliot and 

Auden. for example in the substitution of quotation for interpretation in the 
treatment of "The Dry Salrnges'": "With age (it may be) the past takes on a new 
pattern" ( Se\'en lines quoted) ; "We mar realize that its" (three lines quoted); 
''.-\nd'' (fi\·e lines quoted); "\Ve may" ( twenty-one line~ '111nted). It is sad that 
a distinguished scholar and critic should be obliged to say so little, even if so 
gracefully, about so much. 

United College, Winnipeg ALICE HAMIL TON 

Rlack Duck Spring. By BRt;CE S. W1m;IH. T oronto: Clarke Irwin [1\ew York: 
£. P. DutLon], 1966. Pp. 191. $-1.95. 

T his small book. written by an experienced officc:r of wild.life managemc:nt, con
tains a great deal of information of rather uneven value. The central thread is the 
life history of a truimphantly successful black duck and his travels, following his 
various mates, into all parts of the black-duck range from Florida to the .\retie. 
In the course of his life he meets a wide spectrum of obstacles to duck survival 
natu ral enemies. hunl c:rs. poachers, and wildlife biologists, the l:isr nor the icast 
threat to some species, though this is not stressed. More incidentally the duck's 
travels introduce one to unfamiliar animals such as the landlocked seals and a 
dolphin-eating walrus. Tenuously linked to the story are hark-backs to the exter· 
mination of sea-mink, great auk, Labrador duck, and Eskimo curlew, and with 
no perceptible connection there are insets from schoolbook history of l-arly explorers. 
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Finallv the tale of the destruction of the ducks culminates in the disastrous u~ of 

chemical insecticides during the last twenty years. 

Much of this information is interesting and valuable, but the pn:sentation 

does not always do it justice. In the main it is an animal story and needs continuity 

and concentration of interest upon the central character, in this case the duck. But 

to a :,:reat extent the duck bcc..imes r~Juci:J to a guiding thread leading the reader 

from one digression to another, many o( them interesting enough but adding 

nothing to the duck·s career. The count ries to which he travels are true to fact if 

somewhat lacking in colour, since the landscapes consist almost entirely of birds 
or names and rardy of cvoc:itiYe and det:iilcd pictures. One is told about them but 

one does not feel them, and especi:illy om: docs not feel them through the eyes of 

the black duck. There is :i scientific prejudice :igainst "anthropomorphism", but, 

in fact, we share hormones with the vertebr:ites and in reading stories of them we 
need to share their reactions or remain untouched. 

I i the secondary i;~ 1"cmnarion has been criticized as distracting attention from 

the story, it is not that the information in itself is unwelcome. :'vfany descriptions, 

such as the improvidwt gathering o[ c.:;gs an<l down by which the Labrador duck 

may ha ·;e been exterminated. are interesting and \Vell described. The accuracy of 

facts of long ago is difficult to determine and that of causes is usually impossible. 
The author attributes to cxtensi\·c forest fires the decline of the caribou in Labrador 

with the r~sultant famine among the 0.".i~capi Indians; elsewhere I have seen it laid 

at the door of the larch sawfly, which destroyed the tamaracks in the bogs and so 
depriYed the caribou of the wealth of old-man ·s beard which was their winter 

reserve of food . The spraying of the !'/cw Brunswick forests, too, was not quite 

so uncalled for, accord ing to entomologists , as it is here presented. Birch "die-back" 
had turned the mixed fort.:s t into an unbroken food-supply for budworms which had 

burgeoned into a population explosion. ,\dmittedly, the spraying was expensive. 

incfi:ectual, and destruct!\ e of ,,·ildlii::. bt:t :in immedi:ite altern:itive was h:ird 

to find. and a de111ucra: ic :,:m :::ri~ men t could not be expected tu n:~i~t shortsighted 

industries whose interests \Vere threatened. 

Rachel Carson has stolen the thur.dcr of any description of the effects of 

chemical insecticides. but this book continues the record. It may be doubted that 
any such warning will have immediate efiect, but in most places, as the author 

roints out, killing for fun has been stupped, killing for sport has been somewhat 
limited, :rnd a day may come \\'hen random kil'.ing to protect a narrow self-interest. 
\\'hed1er d forests. seaside cocr:igcs. or potaco fie!ds. may follow. The increase in 
<lcformit:es a:nong newborn children, already serious, may make action necessary . 

. \irc:.i<l·» oYer wide areas the fish are dead and the water birds sterile. 

The book is wdl produced and adequately illustrated and is furnished with 

maps of black-duck flyways. 

Wolfville, Nova Scotia J. s. ERSKI~ F. 
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Areas of Economic Stress in Canada. Ed. \V. D. Woon :rnd R. T. Tuo~r.->.:s . 

Kingston, Ontario: Industrial Relations Centre. Queen's university, 1965. 
Pp. ix, 221. $6.50, paper $5.00. 

In his opening comment (on Professor John Graham's paper) Professor Andre 

Raynauld puts concisely the justification for saying of the Queen's University Con

ference on .<\reas of Economic Stress in C:inada: " The stuJ:1 of regional develop
ment is itsdf a large area of distress in economic literature.'' Jn support of this 

thought, there are recurring references throughout the papers to the rroblems of 

identifying such areas. Though compkx in itself. identification shoul<l be a good 
deal less difficult and contro\·ersial than the diagnosis of causes or the prescription 

for treatment. The foregoing proi.>lcms arc in part :mriburable co the inadc.:quacics 

of basic data, but they also reflect a lack o( .igreemenr on objectives. Professor Gra
ham deplores the aimlessness of Canadian public policy, and Professor Berry scores 
the researchers' lack of kno\\'lcdge. \Vhere,·er the greater onus lies, and the situa

tiun is doubt!.:ss the result of many interactin3 factors. the Conference itself. and 

the Proceedings, h:i,·e contributed to a better understanding of regional economic 

problems and their treatment. 

T he book is in four parts, the first two dealing with general and theoretical 

considerations. Professor Berry presen:s from a geographer's \'iewpoint a com

prehensi ~ e a pr roach to the prol,lem of identification. In examining the problem 
of economic stress in the Canadian context, Professor Grah::im points to the need 
for improvement in t:1e fiscal sysrem, both fe<leral-pru\ i11cial and pro\'inci,tl-munici

pal. In assessing ways of lessening regional disrarity :\Ir. Chernick classifies as 

negative the prescr iption to make the fis.:al system neutral. This seems a narrow 

view of the objective of having at the same time a good stan<lar<l of public scn·ices 

across the nation and an equitable tax burd.:n on indi\·i<luah in the Yarious regions. 

·while less dramatic than some of the more direct measures recommended for econ

omic development, it is surely :i necessary early step if regional disparities are to 

be reduced O\'er the long term. H owe\'er, to emphasize this need, to the uc.:glect 
of policies for the mobility of labour on the one hand and inducements to bring 
some jobs to the workers on the other, is as futile as reg:irding the two latter obj<.:c

tives as mutually exdusive. Tf there is a consensus among the contributors, it is 

tha t a whole armoury of policies a1:J programmes is ess.:nrial. 

In the treatment of basic problems (Part II ) Professor Scott stresses the 

criterion of economic \'iability for pro,·incial poli-:!c.:s and the need for mobility. H e 
is the most positive advocate of reliance on economic factors, and he acknowledges 

the need for gradual progress towards improved allocation of resources in the inter

ests of human'.ty; but he expresses the fear that humane considerations may O\'er

power other factors. If this fear is broa<lened to include political considaations 

there is a very real danger in respect of provincial development programmt:s, but 
the hazard is somewhat less ar the federal kn·!. Professor Rrcwis contends that 
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che Go\'e:nmcm oi Ca r:ad:i."s policies for a:ea de•:clopment .. will only be acceptable 

t'.) the extent that the:• a..:complish !ittie... W hile this is p robably an o\·erstatement, 

·J[1po;i::on to the capital-s::im programrr:e fo r inJust:ies kcating in Jesignated areas 

:, :t[Jpe:iring in some qua: .ers as the ;:rcgTJ:!iffi(: has taLn cffrct. Ob\·iously there is 

r..:::-d fer considerable public education rega.-ding the ecc.nomi..: bendits of achie\'ing 

a:i :ucrcase in output r:ier man-hour ar the n:Hiona! le\'d where this inc rease in

•:olves special concessiuns to some areas. The objectors m;3ht coun ter th:it there 

is also need for the righ t policies! 

Pan III contains usdul outlin..:s 0£ the experience \\' ith regional policies in 

the L'".iitetl States anJ the u nited King<l0m. .\ l r. ReckforrJ"s p:iper, together with 

comments by :\fr . Le\'it:in and .\-lr. Boote, pro\'ides a helpiul comrarison of concept 
:mcl p ractice in another federal countr;·. In presenting th..: British case, 1-fr. Manners 
has the ad\'anta.;e of a much longer h isrorical perspcctiYc. While he shows clearly 

the lessons iO be lt:arned from Bri,ish exp:rit:i:ce. b: m.1:, i..:s th-= important point 

th:it they are not nec:i..:ss:irily re!e•::rnt in ocher col!r.•ries wher~ circumst:rnces d iffer. 
In dealing with Region.ii P0licies in Ca:1ada t Part I\") Proit:ssor Pleva dis

(USses t!1-: issues of a:J la~.;ely in terms cf loc:i! :so-. er:rn1enr in Ontario, and :Oir. 
Gertler's paper is concerned with Dt:\·elopmem Polic ies at the Prov incial Level. 

Since the Coniaence, there h:l\ e been substantial ic::Jeral policy develop

ments, particcilarly the capital-grant programme for designated areas and the en
h~mceci nunpower-mobiiity pro;5ramme. These arc now gener:iting li\'ely interest 

:ind since they arc mere recent de\'<'lorm·~nts, it i' rrrhar ' 11nt:i ir rn nnt<" tht> :-ihsence 
of the spark of contrO\ ersy from the section on Canadian policy. The stated ob
jecti\'e of the con ferer.ce progr:imme was to bring wgetha ac:i<lemies and policy 

makers from diHerem dis(iplines :ind backgr0unds. The list of those in attendance 

re' ca!s a conspicuous lack of those who take th..: resron,ibili:y fo r policy-the 

politicians. (Pace those Civil Serv:ints who claim policy-making status, especially 

when the policies work) . Perhaps it was er.ough, or the best a•tain:ible. to have 

particirants with J irect :iccess to the rolicy m~ kc: rs. 

De;>,;.·tment of Trad~ and l ndz:stry, Halifax ZtLPH.\ L1 :-1KLETTE rt 
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